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Happiness is in secular decline
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Think differently about happiness

• The most effective leaders do not leave happiness up to chance
• They manage their own emotions and life satisfaction for higher levels 

of effectiveness and career endurance
• And they manage to the well-being of those they lead for both ethical 

and practical reasons

• These are ideas we can all use—”leaders” or not—to live better lives
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Some happiness questions

Question 1: Are you spending a lot of time feeing disappointed about what 
might have been if COVID had not occurred?

Question 2: Are you frittering away a lot of time watching the news and on 
the internet trying to get more certainty about what is going on in the 

world?

Question 3: Are you lonely?

My goal tonight: Learn to manage these problems personally, and share 
the solutions with others
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Disappointment: the error we make

• Disappointment resembles regret
• Both involve “what might have 

been”
• Cognitively, we process them 

similarly, but they are very 
different
• Difference: personal agency 

• Regret: I wish I had done something 
different

• Disappointment: I wish something 
different had happened

• Experience of regret: I should have 
known better, I made a mistake, I 
want a second chance
• Experience of disappointment: I 

feel powerless, I have missed out 
on something, I have no control
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The dangers of disappointment, and what to 
do about it
• Counter-factual thinking (CFT): Imagining alternatives to life events 

that have already occurred

• Rumination: “chewing the cud.” 

• CFT + rumination = Repetitive thinking about what might have been

• This allows us to “practice for next time” in cases of regret
• But it is almost completely unproductive for disappointment, because 

there is no agency
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The neurobiology of fear
• Fear is processed in the 

amygdala in humans and many 
other animals
• Fear is a response to perceived 

danger or possible threat
• The amygdala reacts to threats 

in 74 ms, much faster than the 
prefrontal cortex
• Uncertainty keeps the amygdala 

hyperactive
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Two mistakes in dealing with uncertainty

• Avoidance: Trying not to think about 
uncertainty. 
• Fear becomes vague and chronic, 

leading to anxiety and displacement 
behaviors
• In clinical studies, intolerance of 

uncertainty (IU) is significantly correlated 
with eating disorders

• Theory: Sensitivity to uncertainty 
leads us to seek areas of greater 
control in our lives, which can be 
destructive
• Note for future use: Facing 

uncertainty, managers sometimes 
become despotic

• Neutralization: Trying to turn 
uncertainty into risk with more facts 
and greater understanding. 
• Uncertainty is not risk

• Risk: bad outcomes are understood, 
probabilities known

• Uncertainty: bad outcomes not 
understood, probabilities are 
unknowable

• All day watching the news won’t work
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Opposite issue now emerging: inappropriate 
lack of fear in the face of threat
• Primary emotions are very temporary due to homeostasis
• Threats persist depending on circumstances
• Problem 1: Fear disproportionately high to threat
• Problem 2: Fear disappears too soon
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Loneliness and isolation: Why they are painful
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A common error in dealing with an oxytocin 
deficit: social media binging
• Calories:nutrients predicts 

health problems and obesity
• Hunger for oxytocin leads us to 

binge on social media
• Social media has no eye contact 

or touch…very little oxytocin

• Social media use <1 hour per 
day: higher happiness
• Above this level, loneliness and 

self-destructive behaviors rise
• Social media becomes a 

substitute for relationships
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Disappointment action steps

1. Acknowledge: I am disappointed, not regretful
2. Recognize: I have done nothing wrong and can’t change this
3. Resolve: I choose to accept the current circumstances and move 

forward
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Uncertainty action steps

1. Acknowledge: I am experiencing fear from uncertainty
2. Recognize: I cannot convert this into risk by bingeing on information
3. Resolve: I don’t know what is going to happen today, tomorrow or 

next week, but I will not waste the gift of this day
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Oxytocin action steps

• Limit social media to 30 minutes per 
day…and get on visual technologies, and 
use them 1-2 hours per day

• CALL LONELY PEOPLE TODAY!

• When co-located with other people: 20 
seconds of hugging per person, every 
two hours

• Make eye contact with quarantine 
partners, strangers, and even your dog
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Reflections

1. Am I ruminating on what I am missing right now?
2. Am I spending an inordinate amount of time trying to turn 

uncertainty into risk?
3. Am I lonely?
4. Do I have a positive remediation plan to manage these happiness 

issues?
5. Am I willing to share this material with others?
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For more…
• Contact me: abrooks@hks.harvard.edu
• Read and listen
• Arthur’s “How to Build a Life” column in The 

Atlantic
• Podcast: “The Art of Happiness with Arthur 

Brooks”
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